Network Security Solution for the
Overview
With the landscape of increasingly frequent and complex network attacks, financial institutions need
next-generation security appliances more than they ever have before. In an industry where time really is
money, these appliances have to integrate seamlessly with the network to keep systems secure without slowing
down operations.
The Mission Multiplier SATURN-i has you covered with a next-generation firewall, intrusion prevention, bandwidth
control, and more, all in an easy-to-install and affordable package. With the SATURN-i on your system, client data
is safe, access to business-critical data is immediate, and satisfying compliance standards is simple.

Solutions Perfect for the Financial Industry
Take a look at some of the biggest benefits the SATURN-i has to offer businesses in the financial industry.

Next-Generation
Firewall

Stop Threats in Their
Tracks

Keep Critical Info at
Your Fingertips

Mark a crystal clear line that
separates external networks from
yours. Use our next-generation
firewall to filter traffic based on
IP address, protocol, and port, as
well as designate which systems
and services (HTTP, FTP, etc.) are
publicly available.

Block would-be intruders,
phishing attempts, viruses,
ransomware, botnets, even
annoying ads before they come
anywhere close to infiltrating the
system with a whole suite of
protection and filtering
applications.

Ensure that business-critical
traffic is always given top
priority. Bandwidth Control
enables you to optimize
bandwidth usage so recreational
and inappropriate traffic do not
impact critical administrative and
customer service systems.
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Network Security Solution for the
Configuring SATURN-i for the Financial Industry
Customizing the Mission Multiplier SATURN-i to your specific needs is simple and easy. Start with
our suggested Finance Configuration, then add or subtract apps to customize it to your liking.
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SATURN-i Has You Covered
✓ Firewall, Router, Advanced Antivirus, Intrusion Prevention and Phish Blocking to stop malware from entering
your network
✓ Prioritize network traffic for business-critical applications
✓ Active Directory/LDAP integration
✓ HTTPS/SSL traffic inspection
✓ Layer 7 application awareness to identify all incoming application traffic regardless of port destination
✓ Prevent network slowdowns caused by any individual or group of users and applications
✓ Unique and granular policies for specific organizational departments and users
✓ Granular, real-time reporting that lets you drill-down to control and see individual user activity
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